Stevenson Student Council Agenda May 29th 2014

David: Meeting call to order 7:39

Kelly: motion to approve the agenda

Carolyn: second

David: motion passes. Motions to pass minutes

Lila: Motion

Kelly: Second

David: we have one funding request from Gustavo for the TV’s for to outlet chord to plug into the wall. The total cost is 125 and ten hours of labor 64 an hour. 891 dollars total.

Carolyn: We should ask them if there is any alternative like a $5 extension chord.

Lila: or we could put a stipulation on it for approximately $200

David: Ok so we will table tis until more information.

Lila: motion to table this until more info

Colin: Second

Dianna: C4 is tomorrow 5-7 in the Cervantes lounge

Lila: There will be lots of food and three different types of cake.

Anahi: There open mic and BBQ tomorrow at the knoll 5-7

Tyler: Relay for life is Saturday

Lila: I think in total we made $400

Lila: Kresge pride is this Saturday in the morning

Kelly: Sunday is our carnival 2-5

David: We have a council of chairs meetings at noon. The divestment Shaz is getting called from many angry parents. The bi-laws were suspended and then re voted. The Chair is currently dealing with lawyers at the university. I will be meeting with the Chancelor along with next years chair of this space.
David: There is going to be a carnival on Sunday

Kelly: Were meeting at 1 pm tomorrow of a poster party and posting up half sheets. We also need people to help with set up and clean up.

David: Finals break fast on monday the 9th and the snack fairy event. Is there any other business? If not then we can start elections

Chair: Gandhi

Vice Chair: Isabel

Secretary: Vanessa

Treasurer: Colin

Outreach Coordinator: Kelly

Events Coordinator: Ashley

David: Last meeting moved to 4 on Friday.

Edmund: Motion to Adjourn

Colin: Second